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Creating productivity by ensuring comfort is just 
part of what it means to work well. Because office 
furnishings that anticipate the needs of the job and 
the worker should always be within reach.

That's Panelink. 
The office space with the added touch.



An environment. 
That invites every opportunity.

So much more. 
In functionality, flexibility and style.

The new meaning of entry-level

In a category of its own, Panelink offers professional  

quality for the aspiring business. Ideal for reception areas,  

open-plan offices, private suites, call centers, informal 

meeting spaces and team environments, Panelink  

is defined by its versatility and fits where you want it to.

Style-wise

With an array of designer fabrics, finishes and configuration 

possibilities, Panelink is adaptable enough to meet the  

needs of a starting business or the demands of a growing 

company. Panelink trim options include oak, maple or  

metal and can be custom stained to suit the personal  

taste of an entrepreneur or an organization’s established 

corporate image.

Time for change

Panelink moves, adds, changes and adapts to unique 

environments and the people in them. Each ensemble  

is also compatible with Go mobile tables for increased  

versatility and added value.

PANELINK OPEN OFFICE

Finishes

Laminate: L121 White, L125 Lemon Dill

Panel Fabric: Connect; 1501 Sidewalk

Panel Trim: M120 Maple Stained Grey

Panel Raceway: P120 Gray

Accessories: P120 Gray

Handle Style: Manhattan; H112 Silver

Chair Fabric: Staccato; 154 Wasabi

Panelink transaction counters offer visitors a 
place to interact. Ideal at a reception station 
or between team members to allow for easy 
back-and-forth flow of documents.

For those who need to keep moving, touch-down stations offer immediate 
support and function. Panels have a hang-on capability to accommodate 
overheads, accessories or worksurfaces at any height along the panel.  
Just work and go.



Scalable and professional. 
Functionality is in style.

Available in black or silver, the arm holds up to 18lb., can be extended  
from 5" out to 24.5" and adjusts 13" in height to create a comfortable  
viewing angle. Monitor arm conveniently stores wires and helps conserve  
valuable worksurface space. 

Easily maneuvers and conveniently rolls away 
under desks with minimal use of space.

People work better with a smile

Comfort in the call center translates into great service.  

And great service is in the details. Retractable keyboard trays 

provide ergonomic support to call center representatives. 

Monolithic acoustical panels are 42" high and help reduce 

background noise, allowing for added privacy and an  

elevated quality of customer care. 

PANELINK TELEMARKETING

Finishes

Laminate: L121 White, L104 Maple, L127 Electric Orange

Panel Fabric: Rhythm and Hues; 1262 Chimes

Panel Trim: M129 Natural Maple

Panel Raceway: P130 Putty

Handle Style: Melbourne; H112 Silver

Chair Fabric: Moguls; 213 Pumpkin, Moguls; 263 Shadow 

and Moguls; 273 Mushroom



An office with a view

Unique and complementary, Panelink combines wood, metal and 

glass to create suites that are open in concept, clean in style and 

private in function. Signature sliding doors allow for privacy while still 

signaling availability to other team members. The D-table worksurface 

is ideal to host impromptu meetings or to collaborate on projects. 

When every inch counts, overhead bins, shelves and hang-on 

accessories make use of vertical spaces.

PANELINK PRIVATE OFFICE

Finishes

Laminate: L107 Queen Anne

Panel Fabric: Block Party; 1753 Blue Steel

Panel Trim: M105 Maple-stained Queen Anne

Panel Raceway: P139 Charcoal

Handle Style: Brooklyn; H112 Silver

Chair Fabric: Leather; 83L Black

Customize visibility, inside and out. Glazed 
panels are available in bronze, frosted and 
clear glass to suit individual preferences for 
privacy and design.

A full-height storage tower provides a place 
for personal belongings and keeps confidential 
papers under lock and key.

Open and inviting. 
In the broad strokes and the details.



An optional pneumatic slide on the flipper 
cabinet lets the door down easily, quietly, 
and hands-free.
 

Stamp it with style

Panelink team stations can help tailor the overall footprint of an office. 

Shared D-tables promote teamwork and maximize floor space.  

Accessories, overhead and under-desk storage components take 

customizing one step further. 

PANELINK TEAM ENVIRONMENT

Finishes

Laminate: L100 Congo

Panel Fabric: Asana; 1002 Raja

Panel Trim: M100 Maple-stained Congo

Panel Raceway: P129 Gray

Handle Style: Brooklyn; H112 Silver

Chair Fabric: Martini; 443 Vesper

Panelink. 
Teaming for success.
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office furniture  
in your comfort zone.
www.tayco.com


